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Jennifer

ROOKIE

By Bailey Black

Jennifer has already spent a lot of quality time on the sidelines
as an entertainment and sports host. This season looks a
little different for rookie Raiderette Jennifer as she now grips
shimmering pom-poms on gameday instead of a microphone.
Her star power lights up whatever room she struts into and
always dazzles on camera.
Performing and entertaining have always been a part of
Jennifer’s dream. As an actor, singer, dancer, and social media
guru we are often left wondering, what can’t she do?! Not one to
shy away or back down from a challenge, she constantly reminds
herself that you never know what could happen if you don’t try.
“When you have the courage to try and go after your dreams, a
ton of doors can open for you and what is meant to be will be
yours. If things don’t work out then it is a lesson or experience
that will teach you something to grow, but the best thing is that
you tried. I never want to regret that I didn’t try for something I
wanted, the more I have the courage to go for it, the more I see
my life expanding in all areas.”
Originally from sunny Florida, Jennifer packed up her bags and
headed out west after graduating from the University of Florida.
Her east coast roots slip out with the occasional ‘y’all,’ but after
living in Los Angeles and now Las Vegas, Jennifer believes she is
best suited in cities full of bright lights, hustle, bustle and endless
opportunities.
From a young age, Jennifer was able to find her happy place in
any room that allowed her to dance or tumble. While in college,
Jennifer cheered on her Florida Gators as a member of the coed cheerleading team. The buzzing excitement and energy in her
college stadium was palpable on gamedays and is something she
cannot wait to experience with Raider Nation inside of Allegiant
Stadium.
When Jennifer is not asking the hard-hitting questions as a
host, she can be found jet setting across the country. She loves
exploring new places and believes in constantly creating new
memories, it is in her nature! “One of my favorite things about
Las Vegas are all of the airplanes that fly over. I come from a
family of pilots, so I love seeing planes fly by all the time around
the city.”
Each and every time Jennifer puts on her gorgeous Silver and
Black uniform, she is reminded of the responsibility she has
been entrusted with as a member of the inaugural Las Vegas
Raiderettes team and feels honored to represent the Raiders
organization. “It has always been a dream of mine to be a
professional cheerleader. I love dancing and football and feel
passionately about giving back to my community.”
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